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ABSTRACT

This paper develops a mathematical apparatus from mechanical network

theory for estimating the effectiveness of mounts isolating nonrigid machines

from nonrigid foundations. It treats the isolation of rigid machines in detail,

the isolation of nonrigid machines more briefly. Throughout the discussion, the

mount is represented by a mechanically-paralleled spring and dashpot, and it is

assumed the vibrating system is such that all vibratory forces and velocities are

colinear. It is demonstrated that if the stiffness and resistance of a mount are

known as functions of frequency, curves can be computed which can be used to

estimate the effectiveness of the mount in isolating any rigid machine from any

nonrigid foundation. A large number of curves are provided which indicate how

the effectiveness depends on the various mount and foundation variables. It is

also proved that irrespective of machine and foundation characteristics, a mount

is equally effective in isolating machine vibration from the foundation or foun-

dation vibration from the machine.

INTRODUCTION

There are two conmmon vibration isolation problems, the force isolation

problem and the velocity isolation problem.* The force isolation problem is to

prevent the vibratory force generated by a machine from being transmitted to the

structure on which it rests. The velocity isolation problem is to reduce the

vibratory displacement or velocity of a machine which rests on a vibrating

foundation structure. These problems are illustrated schematically in Figures

1 and 2.

KM Km

Jt) MM M b C(t)

a b c a b c
itinite Rigid

Machie Mount FoundationMcn Mount

Fig. 1- The Force Isolation Problem Fig. 2- The Velocity Isolation Problem

In the simplest approach to these problems, the machine is assumed a rigid

mass MM and the mount a massless damped spring of stiffness Km and resistance Rm.

The forces and velocities are assumed to be sinusoidal functions of time at some

frequency. The mass of the machine and the stiffness and resistance of the mount

are assumed constants independent of frequency.

*This paper considers only steady-state vibration problems in which all vibratory forces and velocities are colinear.
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In the force isolation problem, the foundation is assumed infinitely stiff
and massive. When the machine is not isolated, the vibratory force Fa(t) acting
on it is transmitted to the foundation without change of magnitude or phase;
when the machine is isolated, the force Fc(t) acts on the foundation. This
force may be either larger or smaller than Fa(t).

The complex force transmissibility TF of this system is defined by the
equation

TF =  Fco (1)

Faoe+J l

where Fao is the maximum value of the sinusoidal force applied to the machine,
Fco is the maximum value of the force exerted on the foundation, and
91 is the phase angle by which Fc(t) lags Fa(t).

In the velocity isolation problem, the foundation is usually neglected.
When the machine is not isolated, the foundation imparts a velocity Xc(t) to it;
when isolated, the machine moves with a velocity ka(t) which may be either larger
or smaller than Xc(t).

The complex velocity transmissibility Tv of the system is defined by

- tao
iTv =  ao(2)

Xcoe+Je2

where Xao is the maximum value of the velocity of the machine,
Xco is the maximum value of the velocity of the foundation, and
(2 is the phase angle by which Xa(t) lags Xc(t).

It can be shown [] * that

TF = T (3)

i.e., the force and velocity transmissibilities of the machine-mount system in
opposite directions are equal. Accordingly, the subscripts will be omitted.

In terms of the properties of the machine and mount, the transmissibility
is

T= Rm -j 4

R . (4 )

where t= 2rf, f being the excitation frequency.

Its modulus I t (or absolute value) may be expressed in nondimensional
form as

*Numbers in square brackets refer to similarly numbered references listed in the
bibliography.
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112 2

2 2R m(a +

and its argument (or phase angle) as

-1 = tan9) = tan

W -oRm

( )2 - i + ( )2

where

Wo = 27rfo =

fo is the natural frequency of the machine-mount system. woRm/Km, the ratio
of the mount resistance to the mount reactance at the frequency fo0 , is the loss
factor of the mount at the frequency fo.

The transmissibility modulus is taken as a measure of the isolation pro-
vided by the mount.

Transmissibility modulus ITI and phase angle 9 are plotted versus frequency
ratio t/o in Figures 3 and 4 with woRm/Km as a parameter.*
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Fig. 3- Transmissibility Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio

IC.

Fmquency Ratio o

Fig. 4- Transmissibility Phase Angle
versus Frequency Ratio

*The transmissibility modulus in decibels, 20 logl 0 ITI, rather than ITI, has been
chosen for the ordinate in Figure 3.

(5)

(6)

(7)
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The following conclusions may be drawn from Figure 3:

1. For frequency ratios less than F, the mount increases the force
exerted on the foundation for the force isolation problem or the velocity of the

machine for the velocity isolation problem.
2. For frequency ratios greater than F, the mount decreases this force

or velocity.
3. Increasing the resistance in a mount while keeping its dynamic stiff-

ness constant will decrease the transmissibility of a machine-mount syste% at

frequency ratios less than VF and will increase it, i.e., reduce the isolation,
at higher frequency ratios.

Unfortunately, these conclusions are based on assumptions about the

machine, mount and foundation which may be over-simplifications of the physical

conditions which exist. They may be incorrect because:

1. Foundation structures are neither infinitely stiff and massive, nor

absent.
2. The stiffness and resistance of the mount and hence the loss factor

may be frequency dependent.
3. Wave effects may occur in the mount.
4. The machine may be nonrigid.

These causes of failure of the theory have been studied by a number of

investigators; see References [2] through [12] .

This paper is intended to augment some of their investigations and to

encourage the use of a few concepts which the author believes simplify the dis-

cussion of isolation problems.

With these objectives in mind, a brief review of mechanical network theory

will be presented, after which will be discussed the problem of predicting mount

performance when the transmissibility criterion fails.

MECHANICAL NETWORK THEORY

Steady-state vibration problems are often solved by the methods of differ-

ential equations or the electric analogy. They may be solved more simply by the

application of mechanical network theory, fundamental to which is the concept of

impedance.

This section of the paper discusses the impedance concept, presents a

table of impedance formulas for simple elements and combinations thereof, and

states a number of useful network theorems in mechanical terminology.

A. THE IMPEDANCE CONCEPT

In mechanical systems, one speaks of the impedance of the elements of the

system, i.e., of masses, springs and dashpots, of point impedance and of transfer

impedance.

Each impedance is a complex number which relates a vibratory force and

velocity. The real part, usually positive, is termed resistance and is associated

with energy dissipation; the imaginary part, positive or negative, is termed

reactance and is associated with energy storage. The ratio of the imaginary to

the real part of the impedance defines the tangent of the phase angle between the

applied force and the resulting velocity.

II
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1) Element Impedance

If a vibratory force F(t) is applied to any simple mechanical element, e.g.,
a mass or spring, the element in the case of a mass (or its ends in the case of

a spring or dashpot) will vibrate with a resulting velocity or relative velocity

X(t), the maximum value Xo of which is proportional to the maximum value of the

applied force Fo .

F(t) and X(t) may be written*

F(t) = Focos(wt + OF) = Re [Foej(&)t + QF) = Re [FejeIt]

X(t) = Xocos(tt + Gv) = Re oej(Wt + j-) = Re Lkej

where F and X, defined by

F = FoeJ0 F (9)

S= X oejv

are termed force and velocity phasors.**

Their ratio defines the complex impedance Z of the element

Z = F- =Fe F - 0v FoeJQ (10)
x ko ko

Its modulus is the ratio of the maximum force Fo to the maximum velocity Xo; its

phase angle 9 = OF-9v is the angle by which the velocity lags the applied force.

2) Point Impedance

If a vibratory force Fp(t) is applied to any point or equal velocity
surface p in a mechanical system, that point or surface will vibrate with a
resulting velocity Xp(t). The ratio of the corresponding force and velocity
phasors Fp and Xp is called the complex driving point or point impedance Zp at p.

p = !(11)
p

3) Transfer Impedance

If the point of application p of the vibratory force differs from the point

p' at which the resulting velocity is measured, then the ratio of the correspond-
ing force and velocity phasors defines the complex transfer impedance Zpp, between
p and p'.

Zpp = P (12)

Xp,
*Re means the real part of.

*W*The term "vector" is more commonly used. It is less appropriate however as

and I have magnitude and phase rather than magnitude and direction.



B. CALCULATING MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE

To derive impedance formulas for basic mechanical elements, one must use
the appropriate force laws. The impedance of a mass can be computed from
Newton's first law

FM(t) = MX(t) (13)

The impedance of a spring can be computed from Hooke's law

FK(t) = K(X 1 (t) - X2 (t)) (14)

The impedance of a dashpot can be computed from the definition of viscous damping

FR(t) = R(X 1 (t) - X2 (t)) (15)

Once these impedances have been obtained, the impedances of complicated
systems can be computed by simple algebraic manipulation.

Some of the information required for the application of the impedance con-
cept to steady-state vibration problems is summarized in Figure 5. The impedances
given are complex impedances; the Fi and lC are complex force and velocity
phasors. Instantaneous velocities can be computed from the impedance-phasor
equations by use of Equation (8).

C. MECHANICAL NETWORK THEOREMS

Many vibration problems can be easily solved by the application of network

theorems. Some of the more important of these will now be stated without proof.*

1) The Superposition Theorem

If a passive, linear, bilateral system has two or more force generators in
it, the velocity at any point in the system is the phasor (vector) sum of the
velocities that would exist at that point if each generator were operated
separately, with the others replaced by impedances equal to their internal im-
pedances.

2) The Reciprocity Theorem

The transfer impedances in opposite directions between any two points in
a mechanical system are equal.

3) The Transmissibility Theorem

Figure 6 represents an arbitrary two-terminal mechanical system composed of
passive, linear,,.bilateral elements. The terminals are represented by the verti-
cal lines at a and b. Vibratory forces acting normal to these lines (as indicated
by the arrows) cause motion at a and b colinear with the forces.

*Except for the transmissibility theorem, these theorems are drawn from electrical
network theory. They are stated mechanically in different but equivalent forms
in Reference [3] (pp. 171 - 179) and electrically in References [13 and[141

II
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Fig. 5- Mechanical Network Symbols, Impedance Formulas, and Transmissibility Data

Fig. 6- An Arbitrary Two-Terminal Mechanical Network F(). F()
X0(t -XbWt

a b

Let Fb(t) = 0. Block b so that no motion can occur there. Apply a force

Fa(t) at a. A force Ft(t) (the superscript meansblocked) will be exerted on the

blocking structure. The force transmissibility (TF)ab of the system is defined by

(TF)ab (16)

b

where Fb and Fa are the phasors corresponding to the forces Pb(t) and Fa,(t).

Now let Fa(t) = 0. Remove the blocking structure and apply a velocity Xb(t)

1111.,



at b. Let the resulting velocity at a be Xa(t). The velocity transmissibility
(Tv)ba is defined by

Xa(Tv)ba 2= X (17)

Xb

where Xa and Xb are the phasors corresponding to the velocities Xa(t) and Xb(t).

The transmissibility theorem* states that

(TF)ab = (Tv)ba (18)

i.e., for any passive, linear, bilateral mechanical system, the force and velocity

transmissibilities in opposite directions are equal.

4) Thevinin's Theorem

Consider Figure 6. Let Fb(t) = 0. One wishes to predict the velocity at

terminal b resulting from the application of Fa(t) at a after connecting a

mechanical impedance 7F to b.

Block terminal b and measure the blocked force Fb(t) exerted at that ter-

minal.

Replace all force generators with impedances equal to their internal imped-

ances; then measure the mechanical impedance ZM looking back into the system

from b.

Thevinin's theorem states that the velocity phasor Xb corresponding to the

velocity Xb(t) at b after connecting ZF is given by

Xb = (19)
ZM + ZF

Fb can be obtained most easily by application of the transmissibility

theorem. From Equations (16) and (18) it follows that

Fb = Fa(TF)ab = Fa(Tv)ba (20)

5) Norton's Theorem

Another theorem can be used for the solution of the problem stated above

under 4).

Measure the velocity Xbo(t) at the terminal b prior to the connection of

the impedance ZF.

*This theorem was first proved by Mr. M. Martin formerly of the Taylor Model

Basin by use of analogues and the electrical T-network theorem. It was later

proved by Dr. M. Harrison of the Taylor Model Basin by using the reciprocity
theorem [11] .
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Norton's Theorem states that

zM (21)
Xb = bo

6) Equivalent Series and Parallel Reactance-Dashpot Combinations

Mechanical networks can often by simplified by transforming pairs of series

elements into pairs of parallel elements or vice versa.

The impedance of a dashpot and reactor, mechanically in series, is given by

Rs(jXs)
Z = (22)

Rs + jXs

Z may also be written

Z = Rp + jXp (23)

In this form, Z represents the impedance of two elements, with impedances
Rp and jXp respectively, in parallel. It follows that

2
S RsXs (24)=Rs + Xs

p R2 + Xs

The original series combination can be replaced by a parallel combination
whose elements are given by Equations (24) and (25).

By similar manipulation, one can show that a parallel combination Rp + jXp
can be replaced by a series combination whose elements are

R2+ X2Rs = PR X (26)
Rp

R2 + A
Xs = P p (27)

Xp

3. MOUNT EFFECTIVENESS, A CRITERION FOR PREDICTING THE PERFORMANCE OF MOUNTS
ISOLATING NONRIGID MACHINES FROM NONRIGID FOUNDATIONS

In the Introduction, the "classical" theory of vibration isolation was
reviewed. The assumptions on which it is based, the important results, and the
significant causes of its failure were stated.

The problem of predicting the performance of mounts isolating nonrigid
machines from nonrigid foundations will now be discussed.*

*As used here, the term "foundation" includes not only the base the machine rests
on but also the structure the base rests on.
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A. THE FORCE ISOLATION PROBLEM

In the force isolation problem, the machine is isolated to reduce machine-
excited foundation vibration. Hence, as a measure of the effectiveness of the
mount, one may take the ratio of the maximum foundation velocity before isola-
tion of the machine to the maximum foundation velocity after isolation of the
machine.* If this ratio, henceforth termed mount effectiveness (or, briefly,
effectiveness), is greater than unity, the mount reduces the foundation velocity;
if less than unity, the mount increases the foundation velocity.

Effectiveness, as here defined, is a valid criterion for mount selection
for any mount isolating any machine from any foundation, provided that the
attachment of the machine to the foundation does not alter the foundation im-
pedance.**

The effectiveness of mounts isolating rigid machines from nonrigid founda-
tions will be investigated first; secondly, the effectiveness of mounts isolating
nonrigid machines from nonrigid foundations will be investigated.

1) Effectiveness for a Massless Damped Spring Isolating a Rigid
Machine from a Nonrigid Foundation

To calculate the effectiveness of a mount, one must first calculate the
maximum velocity of the foundation when the machine is rigidly attached to it,
and then calculate the maximum velocity of the foundation when the machine is
isolated. The effectiveness is the ratio of the first to the second velocity.

Consider the system, depicted in Figure 7, of a rigid machine fastened
directly to a nonrigid foundation structure.

Fig. 7- Block Representation of a Machine-Foundation Fad, M Pd

System. XaP Ur Xbit

a b

Mochuis Foumdatin

A vibratory sinusoidal force Fal(t) of frequency f is applied at a to the
machine of mass MMand impedance ZM . The machine exerts a force Ibl(t) on the
foundation at b. The mechanical impedance of the foundation is ZF.

The equations of motion will now be written in phasor notation.

By Newton's law:

Fal - Fb = Z al (28)

From the definition of mechanical impedance:

Fbl = ZF bl (29)

*Since the velocity of the foundation is proportional to the force exerted on it,
the effectiveness is also equal to the ratio of the forces experienced by the
foundation before and after isolation of the machine.
**A criterion for mount selection when the foundation impedance is varied will
be introduced later.
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Since the machine is rigid, Xal = Xbl. Solving for the foundation velocity

phasor bl,

FalFal (30)
bl ZM + ZF

Now consider the system depicted in Figure 8, where the machine is isolated

from the foundation by a spring-dashpot mount.

Km

Fig. 8- Block Representation of a Machine- F0 t) MM F() F( Z

Mount-Foundation System g XbPt x

a b c

Machko Mount Foundation

From the rule for combining the impedances of mechanical elements in

parallel, the impedance Zm of the mount is

- 'Km
Zm = Rm - j-. (31)

From Newton's law, Hooke's law, and the definition of viscous damping, the

equations of motion are:

Fal - Fb2 = ZM Xa2 (32)

Fb2 = Zm Xb2 - Xc2  (33)

Fc2 = ZF Xc2 (34)

Since the machine is rigid, Xa2 = Xb2. By the nature o. springs and dash-

pots, Fb2 = Fc2. Solving for the foundation velocity phasor Xc2

Fal
Xc2 = F (35)

M + ZF(1 + -)

By definition, the complex effectiveness E of the mount is given by

ZMA- bl ZM + ZF ( 1 +  )

E -- F=)(36)
E b2 ZM + ZF

It may be written as

1 ZMT + ZF
E - - (37)

T ZM + ZF

by noting from Equation (4) that

IIIYII I



- mZm
"m + "2M

(38)

The modulus of E is equal to the ratio of the maximum foundation velocities
before and after isolation of the machine.

If the foundation impedance is much greater than the machine impedance,
Equation (36) reduces to

E= + ZM - (39)
ZmT

and
1

(40)

where Wo is defined by Equation (7).

In this case, the effectiveness
and is equal to the reciprocal of the
tem. If the mount is to provide much
than that of the machine.

is independent of the foundation impedance,
transmissibility of the machine-mount sys-
isolation, its impedance must be much less

In Figure 9 are plotted curves of the effectiveness modulus in decibels
versus frequency ratio with coRm/Kmn as a parameter. The conclusions drawn from
Figure 3 in the transmissibility discussion in the Introduction apply directly
to Figure 9.

If the machine impedance is
much greater than the foundation im-
pedance, Equation (36) reduces to

1+ZF
E 7

(41)

In this case, the effectiveness
is independent of the machine imped-
ance. If the mount is to provide much
isolation, its impedance must be much
less than that of the foundation. If
the foundation impedance is

ZF = RF + jXF
(42)

80 1 0
.02

05
60 -. 10--

20

z .50

WoRM

KM

401 I 10 100 IO .

Frequency Ro A

Fig. 9- Effectiveness Modulus in Deci-
bels versus Frequency Ratio for a
Damped Mount Isolating a Rigid Machine
from an Infinitely Stiff and Massive

Foundation
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the modulus of the effectiveness may be written
I

I+ o-2 -x 2(43)
[ joRm 2+

- o Km I

IEl will be large for frequencies for which the foundation reactance, either

positive or negative, is much larger than the resistance and reactance of the

mount. IEl will be larger the larger the foundation resistance. It will be re-

duced at high frequencies by increasing the resistance in the mount.

a. Effectiveness for mounts isolating rigid machines from foundations

which can be represented by simple mechanical systems

Practical foundation structures are neither masses, springs, resistors

nor simple combinations thereof. Nonetheless, for a limited frequency range

above zero frequency or in the neighborhood of system resonances or antireso-

nances, simple equivalents may be found.

For example, a free beam acts like a mass at any point along its length at

frequencies well below the frequency of its first normal mode. Under similar

conditions, a clamped beam acts like a spring. At higher frequencies, for small

frequency ranges, either may act like a resonant or antiresonant mechanical

system.

The isolation of rigid machines from simple foundation structures will now

be investigated. The foundation will be treated successively as a rigid mass,

a damped spring, an antiresonant system, and a resonant system.

1. The foundation acts like a rigid mass

The impedances of the machine, mount, and foundation are respectively

ZM = jM M
(44)

- jKmZm = Rm (45)

ZF = JwMF (46)

From Equation (36), the modulus of the effectiveness is

S2 2 - (47)
+ o M F [-;) 2 1 -2

[ o Rm]+l

where c o is defined by Equation (7).

A minimum in IEt occurs for a frequency ratio near

MICHWAIIIII'l ,, "



Zo j MF Wo0

This frequency ratio corresponds to the frequency for which the reduced
mass

r - MMF (49)MMMF- MM + MF (9

of the machine and foundation resonates with the mount.

For frequency ratios less than

O= 2(1 + ) = () (50)

the effectiveness is less than unity and the mount magnifies the foundation
vibration. Increasing the resistance in the mount while keeping its dynamic
stiffness constant decreases this magnification.

For higher frequency ratios, the effectiveness is greater than unity and
the mount reduces the foundation vibration. Increasing the resistance in the
mount while keeping its stiffness constant and increasing the ratio of machine
to foundation mass decrease the effectiveness of the mount.

At high frequency ratios for an undamped mount

- 1 2
E = I (*) (51)

MF

At high frequency ratios for a damped mount

14F
1E1  1 + (52)

Curves of effectiveness modulus in decibels versus frequency ratio for an
undamped mount isolating a rigid machine from a masslike foundation are presented
in Figure 10 for several ratios of machine to foundation mass.*

*Equation (47) is similar to Equation (40), the effectiveness equation for a

mount isolating a rigid mass from an infinite foundation. By defining a new

reference frequency

r =  Km (MM MF )  (53)
r( MMMF

Equation (47) may be rewritten

II _- -- I i I I r I- I I I I I-------- ----~- l~--P- ICIIIU)._



Fig. 10- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for

an Undamped Mount Isolating a Rigid
Machine from a Foundation that Acts

Like a Rigid Mass

2. The foundation acts
like a damped mass-

less spring

The foundation impedance is

- RKF
ZF = RF - j--

From Equation (36),
tiveness modulus is

o2m
r... 2 rw - (._P (a-, P

(55)

the effec-

80 0 0.160 o.
I,

60 1/"0.

MM

-20

-40

.01 10 IO 10

Frequency Ratio w

I

(56)

where wo is defined by Equation (7).

Equation (56) will be discussed for three special cases:

Rm = RF = 0
RF = 0, Rm finite

Rm = 0, RF finite

a) Rm = RF = 0

A minimum in IEI occurs for the frequency ratio

4 KF
o =

Km + KF 0 (57)

*(Footnote continued from preceding page)

E = m ] 2 _ 2  _ 2 2

L ( orRm + 1
[Or KmI

(54)

The curves of Figure 9 can be considered to be plots of this expression if Wr is
substituted for wo in the indicated scales. They show the dependence of the
effectiveness on mount resistance but conceal its dependence on foundation
mass.
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This ratio corresponds to the frequency at which the machine resonates with

the combined stiffness of the mount and foundation.

An infinity in IEl occurs at a frequency ratio

(58)= = )
-g UF<m ' j 0

This ratio corresponds to the frequency at which the machine would resonate

with the foundation if it were fastened directly to it.

For frequency ratios less than

(59)- _ I KF  = ( °
W Km+ _F (

2

the effectiveness is less than unity; the mount magnifies the force exerted on

the foundation, hence its velocity. For higher frequency ratios, the effective-

ness is greater than unity and the mount reduces the force exerted on the founda-

tion.

At high frequency ratios,

(60)
KF

S= 1 + Km

The higher the ratio of foundation to mount stiffness , the more effective

the mount.

In Figure 11 are presented curves of effectiveness modulus in decibels

versus frequency ratio for an undamped mount isolating a rigid machine from a

foundation which acts like a spring, for several ratios of mount to foundation

stiffness.

Fig. 11- Effectiveness Modulus in

Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for

an Undamped Mount Isolating a Rigid

Machine from a Foundation That Acts

Like a Massless Spring
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These cuYves show that:

1. If the mount is to be effective over an appreciable frequency range,
its stiffness must be much less than that of the foundation.

2. For frequencies higher than the natural frequency of the machine-

foundation system, the effectiveness is independent of frequency (see Equation

(60)).

b) RF = 0, Rm finite

Equation (56) reduces to[ -1
2[= ) 2 +mI ( - 2 (61)

ro t o c2 1 + 1 T FT t

0' K F 0(. L o]m2
From this equation it follows that introducing resistance in the mount

removes the zero in the effectiveness. In fact if Km/KF<<I , then at (O/wo)o

for mounts for which 1<< 1
Km E = "m (62)

Km

At (w/lo)o the effectiveness is the same for the spring foundation as for an in-
finite rigid foundation; if the mount stiffness is held constant and its resist-

ance is increased, the vibration of the foundation will be reduced. Unfortunate-

ly, the effectiveness of the mount at high frequencies will also be reduced.

c) Rm = 0, RF finite

Equation (56) reduces to

i

SF .(63)

(- L )j2 Km 2 + w (4RF 2

Introducing resistance in the foundation will eliminate the zero in the

effectiveness at (o~o)o. However if Km/KF<< I , the foundation velocity may still
be considerably magnified at frequency ratios near (w/lo)o.

Resistance in the foundation will reduce the effectiveness of the mount at
(W/wo).o , the natural frequency of the machine-foundation system. This statement

does not imply that adding resistance to the foundation increases its vibration;
it merely states that mounts are not as effective with a damped foundation as

with an undamped one.

3. The foundation acts like an antiresonant system

An antiresonant system is illustrated in Figure 5. This system is termed

antiresonant because its driving point impedance is maximum at the natural

frequency of the system.
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The impedance of an antiresonant foundation may be written

(R F - J I) (jwMF)
ZF w KF (64)RF + j (wMF - )

From Equation (36) the effectiveness modulus is

IK= ( ) (65)

(I ML1 M RP(
1: + [- ( o

KF

This ratio corresponds to the frequency at which the reduced mass MMMF/MM+MF of
the machine and foundation resonates with the combined stiffness KmKF/Km+KF of
the mount and foundation.

An infinity in E occurs at the frequency ratio

- = + = (*M) (67)

+ Km 00 o
KF

This ratio corresponds to the frequency at which the reduced mass MMMF/MM+MF of
the machine and foundation resonates with the foundation stiffness KF. It is the

frequency at which the machine resonates with the foundation if it is not

isolated.

For frequency ratios less than

MM

S = (t)0 (68)

the mount magnifies the foundation vibration; for higher frequency ratios, the
mount reduces the foundation vibration.

At high frequency ratios, IE reduces to

II IIIIUMIMll
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(69)= 1 + -E

The higher the ratio of foundation to mount stiffness, the greater the effective-
ness of the mount.

Curves of effectiveness modulus in decibels versus frequency ratio for an
undamped mount isolating a rigid machine from an antiresonant foundation are
presented in Figures 12-14 for several ratios of machine-to-foundation mass and
mount-to-foundation stiffness.

They show that for a given mount-machine conbination, the stiffer and more
massive the foundation, the more effective the mount will be.
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4. The foundation acts like a resonant system

A resonant mechanical system is also illustrated in Figure 5. Such a

system is termed resonant because its mechanical impedance is a minimum at the

natural frequency of the system.

The impedance of such a system is given by

ZF = RF+ j(PMF - E) (70)

Its undamped natural resonant frequency in radians per second is

WF =. (71)

From Equation (36) the effectiveness modulus is

[ '(!ek + 2 (j \1 k k)+ ) k,(2

where o is defined by Equation (7), k = Km!KF and m = MM/MF ,

This equation will be discussed for three cases:

a) Rm = RF = 0

b) RF = 0. Rm finite

c) Rm = 0, RF finite

a) Rm= RF =0

Equation (72) reduces to

4k 2 [ik
S ) + )2 + k + 1 -(73)

(W) 2  + k - 1

Two zeros in I occur for the frequency ratios

FM + m + m 2 4m
S + m + + m + (74)[ L (74)

(W/0o) + and (O/o)- are the natural frequencies of the two degree of freedom

machine-mount-foundation system. At (W/co)-, the machine and foundation masses

move in phase; at (c/o)+, they move 1800 out of phase.

An infinity in IEI occurs for

... ... .....- - - - ~ - I ~---



ml ((75)
o =  l+m ('

(w/wo). corresponds to the natural frequency of the machine-foundation system

when the machine is fastened directly to the foundation.

For frequency ratios less than

m 8m 2

( 2(1+m) + - 2 (l+m) + - - (76)

2

El is less than unity.

For frequency ratios between (t/'o)l and

60 (77)
f )2 = 

(77)
0 2

El is greater than unity.

For frequency ratios between (W/)o)2 and

I m 8M 2I m

()3 2(1+m) + + 2(1+m) + - (78)
0 3 2

R is less than unity.

For frequency ratios greater than (W/wo)3, EI is greater than unity and

increases rapidly with w/wo-

Figure 15 summarizes the above results.

I° -- I C N --

Fig. 15- Effectiveness Modulus versus Frequency Ratio Summary for Undamped Mounts

Isolating Rigid Machines from Undamped Resonant Foundations

If the mount is to provide any isolation, it must be selected so that the

frequency ratios W/wo corresponding to the excitation frequencies lie either

between (w/wo)l and (W/wo)2 or above (w/o)3-

b) RF = 0, Rm finite

Equation (72) reduces to

k LI~; [I+ + ] (79)
E -(V Tn + (_ I) I ~ M ) Ek - 1J

( ) [k k (7 9)
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This equation is plotted in decibels versus frequency ratio in Figures
16 - 18 for m = MM/MF = 1, and for several values of k = Km/KF and woRm/Km.

These curves show that resistance in the mount reduces the magnification at
the two natural frequencies of the machine-mount-foundation system. It also
decreases the effectiveness at frequency ratios above that corresponding to the
higher natural frequency.

It should be noted that for ewF, the band of frequencies between (W/Wo)l
and (c/(jo)2 over which appreciable isolation is provided may be very narrow. It
follows that if isolation over a range of frequencies is required, the mount must
be selected so that the principal exciting frequencies occur at frequency ratios
greater than (/&o)3.
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c) Rm = 0, RF finite

Equation (72) reduces to

III =
(80)

This equation is plotted in decibels versus frequency ratio in Figures

19 - 21 for MM/MF = 1 for several values of k = Km/KF and cbRF/KF .

These curves show that resistance in the foundation reduces the magnifica-

tion of the foundation vibration at both natural frequencies of the machine-

mount-foundation system. It is most effective in suppressing the mode nearest

the resonant frequency of the foundation structure. Resistance in the foundation

increases the effectiveness somewhat at freauency ratios greater than ( /co)3"
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b. Effectiveness for mounts isolating rigid machines from complicated
foundations

The effectiveness of a mount at any frequency can be computed from Equation

(36) provided that the impedances of the machine, the mount, and the foundation

at the driving point are known.

The impedance of a rigid machine can be computed from its mass.

The impedance of a mount, at frequencies for which the wave length of the

vibration in the mount material is much greater than the mount's linear dimen-

sions, can be computed from its resistance and dynamic stiffness. Both of these

quantities may be frequency dependent, and must be determined experimentally as

functions of frequency.

The impedance of a foundation, if a simple structure such as discussed in

the previous section, can be computed from the formulas in Figure 5; the impedance

of a foundation such as a beam, plate, or shell can be calculated from the solu-

tion of the applicable equation of motion; the impedance of a more complicated

foundation probably can be determined most readily by measurement.

If the frequency dependence of the dynamic stiffness and resistance of a

mount are known, effectiveness curves can be computed to estimate the effective-

ness of that mount isolating any rigid machine from any foundation.

Two cases will be considered:

1)) The resistance and dynamic stiffness of the mount are constants

independent of frequency, so that the loss factor of the mount

is proportional to frequency.

2)) The loss factor and dynamic stiffness of the mount are given

respectively by ORm/Km = (,/of coRm(vo)/Km(Oo) and Km(3) =

(W/Io)o Km(&o).

Case 1)) Constant mount stiffness and resistance

Suppose the foundation impedance is given by

ZF = RF + jX F  
(81)

where the reactance XF is positive for masslike foundations and negative for

springlike foundations.

From Equation (36), the effectiveness modulus is

(44 WRM RF + 4 M' 2 2 + LA _00Mb jI 44 M

U,6 KmXF XF 7) 'Km "X + J4K F[)(2

Effectiveness curves have been computed from Equation (82) for the cases

indicated in Table 1; they are plotted in decibels versus frequency ratio in

Figures 22 - 30.
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These curves show that:

1. Except for frequencies near the natural frequency of the machine and

mount, the greater the resistance in the foundation, the more effective the mount.

2. Increasing the resistance in a mount increases its effectiveness at the

minimum of effectiveness, but decreases the effectiveness at frequencies higher

than that of the minimum.

3. Except for frequencies near those corresponding to effectiveness minima

or maxima, the greater the foundation reactance, the greater the effectiveness.

The curves of Figures 22 - 30 can be used to estimate effectiveness when-

ever all the following conditions are met:

1. Only rectilinear force or velocity transmission occur.

2. The machine acts like a rigid mass.

3. The resistance and dynamic stiffness of the mount are constants inde-

pendent of frequency.
4. Excitation frequencies are such that wave effects in the mount can be

neglected.
5. Fastening the machine to the foundation does not alter the foundation

impedance.
6. The foundation impedance is either predominantly resistive or reactive.

The effectiveness modulus of mounts with loss factors different from those

for which curves were computed can be obtained approximately by interpolation.

At the effectiveness minimum, if the foundation impedance is predominantly re-

active, the effectiveness modulus in decibels is given approximately by

I- oRm (3

IEldb = 20 log10  R (83)

The effectiveness at the effectiveness minimum will be greater than indicated by

Equation (83) if the foundation is also resistive.

Figure 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Mount Loss Factor Wr 0 0 0 .05 .05 .05 .1 .1 .1

Foundation Resistance RF, >0 0 0 >0 0 0 >0. 0 0

Foundation Reactance X, 0 >0 <0 0 >0 <0 0 >0 <0

Curve Parameter + '01, .1, ., .+ , I 01, ., 
ICurve P, aramet0er 0 10, 100 10,100

Frequen0,., I .01,.,oI O ,.,I .01,I
Curve Parameter W M K.01' D41- + D1K) I 1 K+.0 KI01 A,1O0

r10, 10,100 10,100 10,100 10,100 10,100

Frequency Ratio to.01 100

TABLE I SUMMARY OF EFFECTIVENESS CURVES FOR A DAMPED MOUNT ISOLATING A RIGID
MACHINE FROM A RESISTIVE OR REACTIVE FOUNDATION

(Rm and Km are assumed constants independent of frequency.)
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Fig. 22- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for
an Undamped Mount Isolating a Rigid
Machine from a Resistive Foundation

Fig. 24- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for
an Undamped Mount Isolating a Rigid
Machine from a Foundation with Spring-

like (Negative) Reactance

Fig. 23- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for
an Undamped Mount Isolating a Rigid
Machine from a Foundation with Mass-

like (Positive) Reactance
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Fig. 25- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for a
Damped Mount Isolating a Rigid Machine

from a Resistive Foundation

(Rm and Km are assumed independent

of frequency.)
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Fig. 27- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for
a Damped Mount Isolating a Rigid
Machine from a Foundation with
Springlike (Negative) Reactance

(Rm and Km are assumed independent

of frequency.)
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Figure 26- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for a
Damped Mount Isolating a Rigid Machine
from a Foundation with Masslike (Posi-

tive) Reactance

(Rmand Km are assumed independent

of frequency.)
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Fig. 28- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for a
Damped Mount Isolating a Rigid Machine

from a Resistive Foundation

(Em and K °are assumed independent
of frequency.)

Fig. 30- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for a
Damped Mount Isolating a Rigid Machine
from a Foundation with Springlike

(Negative) Reactance

(Em and Km are assumed independent

of frequency.)
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Fig. 29- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for a
Damped Mount Isolating a Rigid Machine
from a Foundation with Masslike (Posi-

tive) Reactance

(Rm and Km are assumed independent

of frequency.)
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Case 2)) Mount stiffness and resistance varying with frequency

For some mounts, the variation of the loss factor and dynamic stiffness
with frequency may be approximated by the equations

w Rm(W) oRm(o) (84)- -) (84)
Km(w) w Km(wo)

Km(L) = ( ) Km(o) (85)

where oRm(co)/ Km(o) and Km(wo) are, respectively, the loss factor and dynamic
stiffness of the mount at the frequency wo (see Equation (7)), and o and are
small numbers, usually positive and between zero and one.

From Equation (82), the effectiveness modulus of a mount having these
characteristics is

+)- +}J' &uR~ai[iU~2 (Wt IWIJFm.X 2-1

Transmissibility data on a wide variety of commercial mounts [15]
indicate, that for the frequency range 10 - 400 cps, both 2 and A must be near
zero. Preliminary measurements by the Taylor Model Basin on natural rubber and

GRT neoprene cylindrical compression and sandwich type shear mounts indicate that

for the frequency range 20 - 400 cps, a = 0.3 - 0.4 and 0 = 0.1 - 0.2. The

values c= 0.38 and/ = 0.1 have been used with Equation (86), with woRm(wo)/Km(wo)
= 0.1, to demonstrate the influence of frequency-dependent parameters on effective-
ness. Effectiveness curves have been computed for the special cases indicated in
Table 2. They are plotted in decibels versus frequency ratio in Figures 31 - 38.

Comparison of Figures 22 - 24 with Figures 31 - 33 shows that the loss
factor of the mount influences the effectiveness only near the effectiveness
minimum, where increasing the loss factor increases the effectiveness.

Comparison of Figures 22 - 24 with Figures 36 - 38 shows that if the dynam-
ic stiffness of the mount increases with frequency, its effectiveness at high
frequencies will be lower than that of a mount having the same stiffness at Wo
but whose stiffness is independent of frequency.

Comparison of Figure 31 with Figures 34 and 35 shows that if the resistance
and reactance in the foundation are equal in magnitude, the resistance dominates
in determining the effectiveness.

It follows that the effectiveness of a commercial mount can be calculated
from Equation (86) and the resistance and dynamic stiffness versus frequency data
for the particular mount. Rough estimates of effectiveness can be made from
Figures 31 - 35; if the foundation impedance is predominantly reactive, the
effectiveness at the effectiveness minimum should be adjusted for the loss factor

of the mount with the formula

k



IEldb = 20 logl 0 (- .)
1b0

woRm(wo)

Km( o)
(87)

Figure 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Mount Loss Factor Exponent a 038 038 038 038 0.38 0 0 0

Mount Dynamic Stiffness Exponent ) 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 I 0.1
wo Rm( o)

Mount Loss Factor at o K(o) 0.1 01 01 01 01 0 0 0

Foundation Resistance RF >O 0 0 >0 >0 >0 0 0

Foundation Reactance XF 0 >0 <0 >0 <0 0 >0 <0

Foundation Resistance RFr
Foundation Reactance I -I

Curve Parameter WoMM .01,.I, +.01, J, I
RF  10,100 10,100

Curve Parameter Wo MM 01, I,1I OI, I, I +01,.1, I 01, I, I 01, I, I 01, .1, IXF 10, 00 10, 100 10, 100 10, 100 10, 100 10, 100

Frequency Ratio .01 100W--o .01 10

TABLE 2 SUMMARY OF EFFECTIVENESS CURVES FOR A DAMPED MOUNT ISOLATING A RIGID
MACHINE FROM A RESISTIVE, REACTIVE, OR A RESISTIVE AND REACTIVE

FOUNDATION
(Rm and Km are assumed frequency dependent.)
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Fig. 31- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for a
Damped Mount Isolating a Rigid Machine

from a Resistive Foundation
Km is assumed constant and inde-
pendent of frequency. The loss
factor of the mount is assumed

frequency dependent.

cRm(w) = 0.1(w) 0.38
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Figure 32- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for a
Damped Mount Isolating a Rigid Machine
from a Foundation with Masslike (Posi-

tive) Reactance
Km is assumed constant and inde-
pendent of frequency. The loss
factor of the mount is assumed

frequency dependent.

SRm (0) 0.38
Km 0.1( 0
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Fig. 33- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for
a Damped Mount Isolating a Rigid
Machine from a Foundation with Spring-

like (Negative) Reactance
KL is assumed constant and independ-
ent of frequency. The loss factor
of the mount is assumed frequency

dependent.

wRm(w) w0.38
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Fig. 34- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for
a Damped Mount Isolating a Rigid
Machine from a Foundation with Resist-

ance and Masslike Reactance

K. is assumed constant and independ-
ent of frequency. The loss factor
of the mount is assumed frequency

dependent.

cRm(w) = 0.I(o ) 0 .38
Km (w) j

Fig. 35- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for
a Damped Mount Isolating a Rigid
Machine from a Foundation with Resist-

ance and Springlike Reactance

Km is assumed constant and independ-
ent of frequency. The loss factor
of the mount is assumed frequency

dependent.

LRm(w) = 0.1(.kL)0.38
km(w) _
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Fig. 36- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for
an Undamped Mount Isolating a Rigid

Machine from a Resistive Foundation

The dynamic stiffness of the

mount is assumed frequencyFdependent.
Km((j) = K(wo) () 0.10.

Fig. 38- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for

an Undamped Mount Isolating a Rigid

Machine from a Foundation with Spring-
like (Negative) Reactance

The dynamic stiffness of the
mount is assumed frequency7 dependent. I

Km(L ) = K(uo) (0)0.1

Fig. 37- Effectiveness Modulus in
Decibels versus Frequency Ratio for
an Undamped Mount Isolating a Rigid

Machine from a Foundation with Mass-
like (Positive) Reactance

The dynamic stiffness of the
mount is assumed frequencyF dependent.

Km(u) = K(wo ) (*).l
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2) Effectiveness for Mounts Isolating Nonrigid Machines from

Nonrigid Foundations

By use of Thevinin's Theorem and the transmissibility theorem, one can show

that the effectiveness of a mount isolating a nonrigid machine from a nonrigid

foundation is given by Equation (36) except that the interpretation of ZM must be

changed. If the machine is nonrigid, the ZM of this equation is the impedance of

the machine measured at its point of attachment to the mount.

Most machines are much stiffer and more massive than the feet or mounting

brackets used to fasten them to the foundation structure. Although these feet

are quite rigid at low frequencies, they may act like springs at higher frequen-

cies. Accordingly, the impedance ZM looking through these feet toward the

machine may be that of an antiresonant mechanical system, i.e., one which has its

maximum impedance at its natural frequency, which acts like the mass of the

machine at much lower frequencies, and which acts like the stiffness of the feet

or mounting brackets at much higher frequencies. ZM is given by

ZMoZB
- ZZM° + ZB (88)

where ZMo is the impedance of the mass of the machine, and

ZB is the impedance of the mounting bracket.

The effectiveness of the mount will depend not only on the impedance of the

machine-bracket system, but also on the impedance of the foundation.

Two cases will be discussed:

1. The foundation impedance is large compared with the impedance of

the machine-bracket system.

2. The foundation impedance is small compared with the impedance of

the machine-bracket system.

Case 1. Foundation impedance large

The effectiveness of a mount isolating a machine with a bracket from

a foundation having much higher impedance than the machine-bracket system (see

Equation (88)), is given by Equation (56) except that RF and KF, the resistance

and stiffness of the foundation, must be replaced by RB and KB, the resistance

and stiffness of the mounting bracket. Figure 11 can be interpreted to represent

the effectiveness of the mount in this case if the resistance of the mount and

bracket are both zero. It follows that if the mount is to provide much isolation,

its stiffness must be much less than that of the mounting bracket.

From Equation (56) it follows that if Km/KB<41, increasing the resistance

in the mount while keeping its reactance constant will increase the effectiveness

at the natural frequency of the machine-mount system. If the resistance in the

bracket is appreciable compared with its reactance, the effectiveness of the

mount at the natural frequency of the machine-bracket system will be less than

that for an undamped bracket. If the resistance in the mount and bracket can

be neglected, then the effectiveness of the mount at frequencies above the

natural frequency of the machine-bracket system is independent of frequency and

is given by Equation (60) with KF replaced KB.
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It follows that for frequency ratios above that corresponding to the natu-
ral frequency of the machine-bracket system, a mount may be much less effective
than one would estimate if the bracket were considered rigid.

Case 2. Foundation impedance small

If the impedance of the machine-bracket system (Equation (88)) is much
larget than the foundation impedance at all frequencies, the effectiveness of the
mount is given by Equation (41). Nonrigidities in the machine will not alter the
effectiveness of the mount.

B. THE VELOCITY ISOLATION PROBLEM

In the velocity isolation problem, the machine is isolated to reduce
foundation-excited machine vibration. Hence, as a measure of the effectiveness
of the mount, one may take the ratio of the maximum machine velocity before
isolation to the maximum velocity after isolation.

It will now be demonstrated that the mount effectiveness for this problem
is equal to the mount effectiveness for the force isolation problem.

Consider the machine-foundation system of Figure 39

Fia(t) XIb(t) XictW

a b C

Fig. 39- An Arbitrary Machine-Foundation oystem

Block ab represents an arbitrary nonrigid machine; block bc represents an
arbitrary nonrigid foundation. Terminals a and c are arbitrary machine and foun-
dation terminals. The machine is joined to the foundation at b.

Apply a sinusoidal vibratory force Fla(t) on the machine at a and measure
the resulting velocity Xlc(t) of the foundation at c. Remove Fla(t). Apply a
second force Fjc(t) on the foundation at c and measure the resulting velocity

Xla(t) of the machine at a.

By the reciprocity theorem

7la Flc"a =  F c (89)

Xlc Xla

Now consider the machine-mount-foundation system of Figure 40

Fa(t) X2b(t) 2c) L-X2d(t)

a b c d

Fig. 40- An Arbitrary Machine-Mount-Foundation System
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In this figure, block bc represents an arbitrary mount. Terminals c and d

of the foundation correspond to terminals b and c of Figure 39.

Apply the force Fla(t) to the machine at a and measure the resulting founda-

tion velocity k2d(t). Remove Fla(t). Apply the force Fjc(t) on the foundation

at d and measure the resulting velocity X2a(t) of the machine at a.

By the reciprocity theorem,

Fla FIc

X2d - X2 a
(90)

From Equations (89) and (90),

Xc Xla
, -d ,,X2d X2a

(91)

From the definiti6n of velocity transmissibility,

ic =  (Tv)bc Xlb

Xla = (Tv)ba Xlb

(92)

(94)

- 2-
X2d (Tv)cd X2c

X2a = (Tv)ha X2b

where 1(Tv)bc = 2(C v)cd is the velocity transmissibility of the foundation frcm

left to right, and 
1 (Tv)ba = 2(v)ba is the velocity transmissibility of the

machine from right to left.

By definition, the effectiveness for the force isolation problem is

(96)IF 
= Xb

X2c

and for the velocity isolation problem is

-Xlb
v KX2b

v 2b
(97)

It follows from Equation (91) and Equations (92)-(95) that

Ev = EF

The effectiveness of the mount is the same in both directions.

ly, the results of the investigations of the force isolation problem

ly applicable to the velocity isolation problem.

(98)

According-
are direct-

CONCLUSION

Effectiveness curves have been presented for mounts isolating rigid

machines from a variety of nonrigid foundations, and nonrigid machines from

foundations having impedances much higher and lower than the machine impedances.

(93)

(95)
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With certain exceptions, these curves show, in general, that nonrigidities
in either machine or foundation reduce the effectiveness of mounts at frequencies
above the natural frequency fo of the machine-mount system (see Equation (7)),
and that mounts are more effective the smaller the ratio of mount to foundation
impedance.

A few points which should be kept in mind in selecting mounts for isolating
rigid machines from nonrigid foundations are listed below:

1. The effectiveness of a mount depends on the mechanical impedance of
the machine, the mount, and the foundation. If one wishes to predict effective-
ness, these impedances must be known. Once known, the mount effectiveness can
be calculated from the applicable equation, (82) or (86), if the various condi-
tions listed in the text are satisfied.

2. One uses a mount on the assumption that it will reduce an undesired
vibration. The mount is usually selected on the basis of transmissibility con-
siderations. Occasionally in practice, when the mount is used, the vibration is
magnified. It is possible without making a complete effectiveness calculation
to determine whether such magnification will occur.

From Equations (82) and (86), and the curves that have been computed, one
can see that for any given foundation impedance, one minimum occurs in the effec-
tiveness curve. From e.g., Equation (82), the frequency for this minimum is
given approximately by

co Rmn R Fm + o MM2.__ +_ + +4[0 0XXF XF  K 1(99)
nn 27r 

2

i- F << 1.
I F

It follows that to give a yes-no estimate of isolation, one should:

a. Determine the exciting frequencies ft generated by the machine
or the source exciting the foundation.

b. Measure or estimate the foundation impedances at these fre-
quencies.

c. For each exciting frequency fi , using the foundation impedance
at that frequency, compute the frequency for the effectiveness
minimum (fmin)i -

It follows from the curves, that if the ratio fi/(fmin)i is greater than
about 1.5, the mount will not magnify the exciting vibration. Further, the
greater the ratio fi/(fmin)i , the more isolation the mount will provide.

If the foundation reactance is negative, the criterion for isolation

i > 1.5 (100)
(fmin)i

will always be satisfied if

11111 1 ~113lr I I - 'I



fi-- > 1.5 (101)
fo

where fo given by Equation (7) is the natural frequency of the machine-mount
system. It follows that for a foundation having negative reactance, one can pre-
dict isolation on the basis of the frequency fo

If the foundation impedance is negative, it is possible that the machine
and foundation may resonate when fastened directly together. If resonance
occurs, a large reduction in vibration can be achieved by using, in principal,
almost any mount to separate the machine from the foundation. In practice, since
exciting frequencies may vary somewhat with time, the mount should be selected so
that fo is no higher than the natural frequency of the machine-foundation system.

If the foundation reactance is positive, (fmin)i will always occur at a

frequency higher than fo. It follows that the criterion

> 1.5 (100)
(fmin)i

will not necessarily be satisfied if

f > 1.5 (101)
fo

For foundations having positive reactance, one cannot predict isolation on the

basis of fo , the natural frequency of the machine-mount system.

If there is only one important exciting frequency fi which coincides with

or is near (fmin)i for the softest possible mount, then from the point of view
of vibration isolation, no mount should be used.

If there are several important exciting frequencies, and, for practical

reasons, the isolation criterion can not be satisfied for all of them, the

problem must be examined more carefully. A possible solution might be to select

a mount having a high loss factor, which would isolate at some frequencies and

would not magnify appreciably at any.

3. If the ratio of the machine impedance at the frequency fo to the foun-

dation impedance at an exciting frequency fi is one hundred or more, i.e., if

coM

F i)i > 100 (102)

then for frequency ratios fi/fo ,< 50, a mount will provide little if any isola-
tion, and, if the foundation impedance is positively reactive, it may magnify
the vibration considerably.

4. If the range of exciting frequencies is wide enough to include several
resonances and antiresonances in the foundation, the reactive part of the founda-
tion impedance may be positive at one exciting frequency, negative at the next,
etc.

I I i



A suggested procedure for selecting a mount in this case is to calculate
effectiveness for several of the softest possible mounts having different loss
factors, and, on the basis of the calculations, to decide which mount, if any,
should be used.

A similar procedure should be followed if both machine and foundation are
nonrigid.

5. If the physical situation is such that alterations in the foundation
are feasible, then it may be possible to make changes which, in conjunction with
a mount, considerably reduce vibration.

Effectiveness, as defined, cannot be used for estimating this reduction.
Isolation effectiveness, a criterion for selecting mounts when the foundation
impedance is changed, will be discussed in a later paper.
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ADDENDUM

SELECTING MOUNTS FOR ISOLATING RIGID MACHINES FROM

RESONANT FOUNDATIONS

USE OF THE NORMAL MODE AND UNITY EFFECTIVENESS FREQUENCIES

In the text (see the discussion on resonant foundations, pp 20-23)

it was noted that the nondimensional normal mode and unity effectiveness

frequencies can be computed from Equations (74) to (78) for systems in which

undamped mounts isolate rigid machines from undamped foundations. Using

these computations with Figure 15 one can tell for a particular machine-

mount-foundation system whether the exciting force frequencies fall within

frequency ranges for which the mount provides isolation.

To eliminate the necessity for calculations, Equations (74) to (78)

have been plotted in Figures 41 to 45 as functions of the stiffness ratio

Km M
Km with m as a parameter where
KF MF

Km is the spring constant of the mount,

KF is the spring constant of the foundation,

MM is the mass of the machine, and

MF is the mass of the foundation.

Since the reference frequency w0 , for Figures 41 to 45,depends

on mount stiffness, it is awkward to use these figures for investigating

the variation of the normal mode and unity effectiveness frequencies with

mount stiffness.

Since such investigation often is desirable, Equations (74) to

(78) have been rewritten in terms of the natural frequency wp of the foun-

dation.

The new equations are:

(d (105) (106)
F y - + F

(F ( 00 (104) (w) 0F (107)

W (;0 1 F 3 F

--w2 fo (105)
ci F = )
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All except Equation (105) have been plotted as functions of k

with m as a parameter in Figures 46 to 49.

These curves illustrate - as may be proved from Equation (74) -
that no matter how soft a mount is, the higher normal mode frequency can
never be reduced below wF, the natural frequency of the foundation.* This

means that -1-8 cannot be reduced indefinitely without reducing wF, and

that there may be practical situations in which one must be satisfied with

whatever isolation can be obtained in the frequency range 0 -j~ -)1 to ' -
Fortunately, if 0/'cF<lconsiderable isolation can be achieved in this fre-

quency range if coincidence or near coincidence of the higher normal mode and

exciting force frequencies is avoided.

TEE IMPORTANCE OF.MASS RATIO AND DAMPING

Comparison of Figures 16 to 22 shows for m = 1 and wF fixed that
for maximum effectiveness the mount stiffness Km should be as small as pos-
sible provided that coincidences or near coincidences between exciting fre-

quencies and normal mode frequencies do not occur. The figures also show:

1. That increasing the resistance in the mount decreases amplification
of exciting frequencies coinciding with the normal mode frequencies
of the system and decreases mount effectiveness for exciting fre-

quencies greater than WO 0

2. That mounts are more effective, particularly at the normal mode fre-
quencies, if foundations are damped.
It is of interest to check whether these conclusions are valid for

mass ratios different from unity, and to investigate whether the effective-
ness of mounts with high resistance actually decreases at frequencies above

W ~~as Figures 16-18 indicate, or if this apparent decrease is the re-
sult of the inaccurate assumption that the mount resistance Rm is a constant
independent of frequency.

Calculations have been made from Equation (72) using the assumptions
t hat** w Rm

Km = 0.1 (108)

Km (w) - Km(wo) (109)

"RFoR - 0.05 (110)

*From Figure 41, it also follows that the lower normal mode frequency

will never be above w0 , the natural frequency of the machine-mount system.
**Equations (108) and (109) can be derived from Equations (84) and (85)

by assuming a = 0 and P = 0. These assumptions are equivalent to requiring

that Rm be inversely proportional to frequency and that Km be a constant in-

dependent of frequency.
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to answer these questions. The results are presented in Figures 50 to 52.

It follows from these curves that for any mass ratio m between

0.01 and 100, and for wF fixed, the mount stiffness should be as small as

possible for maximum effectiveness provided that coincidences or near coin-

cidences between exciting frequencies and normal mode frequencies do not

occur.

It also follows that at frequencies above o0 ( )3resistance in the

mount will decrease its effectiveness less than is indicated in Figures 16

to 19. For mounts whose resistance and stiffness vary with frequency about

as assumed in Equations (108) and (109), the resistance should be chosen on

the basis of acceptable normal mode vibration amplitudes.
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